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An increase in the transverse momentum asymmetry, A J , in dijet pairs has been observed in central (head-on) PbPb collisions relative to pp collisions at the LHC. This indicates the jets are modified as they travel through the hot, dense medium created in these collisions. The 'missing' transverse momentum of the dijet must show up somewhere else in the event to conserve momentum. Where in the event does this momentum end up, and how does it manifest itself?
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dijet leading subleading
In order to ensure cancellation of the PbPb underlying event in our observables, define the dijet axis:
Count the number of charged particles in hemisphere 2 and subtract the number in hemisphere 1. This defines the charged particle multiplicity difference, mult :
The subleading side of the dijet in central PbPb events contains more charged particles on average than pp. The low p T fraction of the transverse momentum in central PbPb events tends to point more towards the subleading side than pp.
The PbPb low p T excess in missing p T extends to large angular distances away from the dijet axis.
To characterize the spectrum of particles balancing the leading jet's larger transverse momentum, define the missing p T :
This is the sum of the track p T 's projected onto the dijet axis. Positive missing p T points towards the subleading jet, and negative points towards the leading jet. 
The redistribution of missing momentum to softer particles in central PbPb collisions and the dependance on jet R is further characterized by hemisphere multiplicity counts, binned and normalized by particle p T range. Particles in leading and subleading hemispheres are counted, and the difference of leading from subleading is plotted below.
Τhere is an ordering in R, with largest R corresponding to greatest soft particle multiplicity. This is consistent with the missing p T observable, where soft contributions are greater with larger R Centrality dependent modification of dijet momentum asymmetry, AJ, in PbPb collisions relative to pp reference was observed in initial heavy ion running at the LHC. Greater asymmetry is observed in central-most collisions, indicating jets lose energy when traversing the produced hotdense medium, with different path-lengths producing the imbalance. To understand how the lost energy is redistributed to the underlying event, missing momentum is studied by summing particle momentum projected onto an axis defined by the dijet system. Missing momentum is defined as:
The angular distribution of missing momentum relative to the dijet system is studied by binning particles in concentric rings in η-φ about the leading and subleading jet, as defined by parameter Δ:
In central PbPb collisions, compared to pp collisions and peripheral PbPb collisions, the missing momentum is distributed through large angles and preferentially carried by softer particles (0.5-2.0 GeV). The cumulative curves of missing p T for both systems are similar despite this difference.
Missing momentum is also studied through variation of jet radius parameter R. Event selection was performed on jets of R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 in both central (0-30%) PbPb collisions and pp reference. For all R, PbPb missing pT is carried by softer particles scattered through larger angles relative to pp, but cumulative curve remains similar between the two systems. The maximum towards the subleading (>0) side shifts towards greater Δ w/ increasing R in both PbPb and pp, indicating the influence of three jet configuration on missing pT measurements to characterize quenching. Greater soft particle excess is observed as R increases, though an excess is observed for all R.
